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Chapter 2801 The Woman Who Orders People Around (2) 

"Pills! Don't tell me you don't know him!" Cang laughed. As soon as he finished speaking, he 

immediately grabbed Huo Yue in front of him with his claws and punched him in the face. 

At this moment, fire Yue was also in a human form, so his body's defense was naturally not as good as 

his original body. Therefore, half of his face swelled up in just a short while. 

The fire Yue was furious, but instead of letting out a cry of pain, it laughed loudly. What was even more 

exaggerated was that the more he laughed, the more excited he became. He laughed so hard that he 

couldn't even straighten his back. 

This scene made all the Qilin's forehead hang black lines. 

What was going on? 

They didn't think that the acting clan leader had a masochist physique, but this was the first time they 

had seen someone laughing so happily after being beaten. 

This was not normal! This was definitely not normal! 

The smarter Qilin had already guessed that it might be those medicinal pills. At this moment, Cang's fist 

aimed at Huo Yue again ... 

In just a short while, Huo Yue was beaten up so badly that he was no longer human. There were no parts 

of his body that were intact. The pain in his body had already made him cry, but he was still laughing 

loudly while he was crying! 

Upon seeing this, the Qilin's that were present didn't know what to say. 

When Leng ruoxue saw that the time was right, she gave Cang a look to make him stop. 

Then, Leng ruoxue asked Huo Yue with concern,""Does it hurt?" 

"No... Haha!" Huo Yue was still very unyielding. He wanted to say that it didn't hurt, but he only said one 

word before he laughed wildly again. 

"You have a backbone." Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

Then, Azure continued to beat him up. 

However, in addition to the maniacal laughter, the fire Yue felt pain and itchiness all over its body. In the 

end, it couldn't stand the itchiness and simply rolled on the ground. As a result, Cang couldn't attack. 

Azure was also a little tired. Then, he sat in the empty seat next to the Qilin great elder. He looked at 

Huo Yue, who was rolling on the ground, out of the corner of his eye, while he tried to bond with the 

Qilin great elder. 

Cang didn't say anything, he just stared at the Qilin elder. This made the elder's heart tremble. Because 

he really couldn't figure out what this person was trying to do. 
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Should he also beat him up and embarrass him? 

Unfortunately, the Qilin great elder was wrong. At this moment, Cang only glanced at him casually and 

didn't plan to deal with him. 

After feeling that the mental pressure on the great elder of the Qilin clan was enough, Azure's cold and 

gloomy gaze turned to the other Qilin's bodies. Instantly, the Qilin's that seemed to have been stared at 

by a demon couldn't help but shiver! 

"Are you guys done choosing?" Azure asked indifferently, intentionally revealing his sharp claws. 

"……" 

All the Qilin's looked at each other. No one was willing to be the one to stand out. 

In the end, Cang was helpless and could only do it himself. 

After pulling out a Qilin, Azure directly waved his fist, but before he could hit the Qilin, the other party 

was so scared that he cried bitterly,""I-I'm done!" 

Sob ... Let him go! He was not as thick-skinned as the acting clan leader! 

"Speak!" Cang's small head raised as he softly spat out a word. 

"I, I agree!" The Kirin, who was forced to stand out, said with a choked voice. 

"Agree to what? Make it clear!" Azure wasn't satisfied with the other's short reply. 

"I agree with the patriarch to step down to the second line." The Qilin quickly said. 

Azure was satisfied and used his sharp claws to Pat the other's face, praising,""Very good, you are a loyal 

Qilin. Your clan leader has worked hard for so many years, it is time for him to take a good rest, don't 

you think so?" 

"Right! Right! The chief is really too tired!" The Qilin continued to follow Azure's words, clearly quite 

tactful. 

Azure was very pleased with the other party's quick-witted attitude. Then, he pointed at the place 

where the unlucky Qilin was standing, indicating for him to go over. 

With this special pardon, the Qilin heaved a sigh of relief and ran over. 

The two brothers even shook their claws in tacit understanding. Now they had a little companion! 

They were not fighting alone! 

Even though their surrender was looked down upon by quite a number of the Qilins, but when they 

thought about Azure's strength, the two Qilins felt that it was all worth it. At the same time, they 

believed that more and more of their friends would join their big family that was in favor of their tribe 

leader stepping down. 



In fact, even though they were forced to agree to the clan leader's retreat, the two Qilins became calmer 

after saying this. Since this was the general trend, what difference did it make to agree earlier or later? 

Moreover, after they agreed, their perspective on the matter would naturally be different. 

They deeply agreed with Cang's words. All these years, the clan leader had worked too hard! 

It wasn't easy to find The Little Prince, but The Little Prince had lived like that. With such an awkward 

identity, it was indeed not easy to return to the clan and socialize. 

After thinking about it this way, they no longer felt like they had betrayed the Qilin race. They were 

doing this for the good of their clan leader and wanted their clan leader to live a happy life! 

And as more and more Qilin joined their side, they felt even more certain that their choice was right! 

In the end, after Cang's efforts, all the Qilins, except for the first elder and Huo Yue, agreed to this. 

However, the two hardest to deal with gave Azure a headache. 

Especially Huo Yue, even though he was being tortured by him, he still didn't let go. At this moment, 

Cang Du could not help but admire Huo Yuelai. 

No wonder Ice Spirit wanted him to be the patriarch of the Qilin clan! It seemed that this guy wasn't 

without any redeeming qualities. At the very least, he wasn't being threatened at the moment! 

As for the first elder of the Qilin clan, his stubbornness might not be inferior to the fire Yue. 

Cang was at a loss. Using violence to deal with these two wouldn't work. Although he had yet to attack 

the Qilin great elder with his claws, Azure could tell that the old fellow was even more difficult to deal 

with than fire Yue! 

After discussing with Leng ruoxue privately, Cang decided to stop! After doing so much for Ice Spirit, it 

was natural to leave the two most difficult things for him. 

Of course, it was Leng ruoxue who handed the two of them over to Ice Spirit. Cang ke didn't want the 

other side to think that they retreated because they couldn't handle it! After all, it definitely had more 

violent means than before! Mainly! It couldn't be used casually, or else the two Qilins would lose their 

lives. 

Just like that, under Leng ruoxue and Cang's forceful attacks, ice soul didn't have to do anything and was 

able to deal with more than half of the Qilins. The two most difficult to deal with were also taken away 

by ice soul. 

Before he left, Ice Spirit did not forget to ask Leng ruoxue for the antidote. Otherwise, the fire Yue would 

... 

The other Qilins didn't dare to stay any longer as they watched the clan leader take the acting clan 

leader and the great elder away. They quickly left the meeting room as if they were running for their 

lives. 
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For the next few days, ice soul and the Qilin did not appear. When they did, ice soul's face was full of joy. 

Although fire Yue and the first elder of the Qilin clan still had bitter expressions, Leng ruoxue could guess 

that the matter had been resolved. Otherwise, ice soul would not be smiling so happily. 

However, when Leng ruoxue asked about how the matter was resolved, Bing po remained silent. He 

only said that it was all due to Bing Yao's efforts that the matter was resolved smoothly. 

Leng ruoxue was even more surprised when she heard this. However, out of respect for Bing Yi, she 

naturally wouldn't probe further if the other party didn't take the initiative to say anything. 

 After that, Ice Spirit expressed her gratitude to Leng ruoxue for being so nosy. She then invited the 

group to the Qilin clan to attend the fire Yue's coronation ceremony. 

Leng ruoxue accepted it gladly. When Huo Yue saw her, his face would occasionally reveal hidden 

bitterness and anger, but she didn't take it seriously. 

After making some arrangements, Leng ruoxue brought uncle long, Godfather, and the rest to the Qilin 

clan with Bing po. 

Their goal was, of course, the fire Yue's coronation ceremony. However, before that, Ice Spirit and the 

others had to inform their clansmen. Fortunately, only the elders and elites of the Qilin clan had agreed 

for Ice Spirit to step down, so the ordinary Qilin clansmen didn't dare to object. 

After taking care of all the Qilins, ice soul announced the matter to the entire divinity. 

Then, the day of the coronation officially arrived. 

Leng ruoxue and the others were the only representatives invited to the ceremony, so their status in the 

firmament was naturally high. 

The ceremony for the Qilin clan leader's inauguration was actually very simple. To put it bluntly, it was a 

handover of power. As the leader of the Qilin clan, ice soul had given the token to fire Yue. From then 

on, fire Yue was the true leader of the Qilin clan! 

However, Huo Yue, who had accepted all of this, still did not have a smile on his face. 

Seeing him like this, Leng ruoxue knew that he was still a little unwilling. However, she believed that 

with time, the fire Yue would finally accept all of this, and he had no choice but to accept it. 

The coronation ceremony was short but Grand. When everything was settled, Leng ruoxue and the rest 

took a short rest before returning to Demon City. Of course, Bing po, Shui mo, and Feng Ye also went 

back with them. 

However, they had just reached home when Bing Yun arrived with dozens of clansmen. 

In Bing Yun's words, these clansmen were sent by the clan leader to take care of Bing po, Shui mo, and 

The Little Prince. Leng ruoxue, please allow them to stay. Meanwhile, the Kirin Army that had arrived 

were only ordinary Kirin Army. The Kirin Army that had visited Demon City before would never dare to 

return. 

When Leng ruoxue heard this, she readily agreed to Bing Yun's request and allowed these Qilins to stay. 



After settling the matters of the Qilin clan, Leng ruoxue made up her mind to go into closed-door 

cultivation. 

This time, she decided to go into seclusion. Unless she completed the heaven-defying incantation, she 

would not come out. 

However, before this idea could be realized, another uninvited guest arrived. 

The uninvited guest this time was brought by Miao Jie's fierce wife. Initially, Leng ruoxue didn't want to 

bother with him. However, considering that Miao Jie was one of her own, so was his wife. Hence, she 

decided to give him face and was prepared to meet him. 

Knowing that the other party was currently in the living room, Leng ruoxue immediately headed there. 

Who knew that just as she walked to the door of the living room, she heard a woman's sharp and 

dissatisfied voice coming from inside,""Where's Leng ruoxue? Why haven't you come out to see us?" 

Hearing this, Leng ruoxue could not help but frown. 

One had to know that in the entire divine realm, there was probably no one who dared to be so 

presumptuous in her territory. Could it be that this unknown woman thought that she could be 

compared to Wu Yan? Of course, Wu Yan would not say such words as she did. 

At the thought of this, Leng ruoxue was no longer in a hurry to enter. 

At this time, uncle long and master ning, who were accompanying the woman in the living room, were 

obviously very dissatisfied when they heard the woman's words. However, as top powerhouses, they 

naturally would not argue with a woman. Therefore, they turned their eyes to the middle-aged man 

sitting next to the woman. 

Unfortunately, the middle-aged man didn't seem to hear the woman's words, nor did he see the 

dissatisfaction in the eyes of uncle long and master ning. Instead, he raised the teacup in his hand and 

savored it carefully as if no one was around. 

Seeing this, uncle long and master ning understood everything. 

Why did these two people come here to find trouble? 

Hehe! They were not afraid of anything, but the least afraid of someone coming to pick a fight with 

them. It just so happened that they had been idle recently, so the two of them were happy to play with 

these two. 

With this thought in mind, uncle long and master ning were no longer angry at the woman's rudeness. 

However, as someone who had come to visit with them, Madam Miao's heart was filled with anger! 

If it wasn't for the inappropriate occasion, she would have exploded! At this moment, she was extremely 

regretful of bringing these two people to Demon City. Now that Leng ruoxue, a woman who could not 

tolerate any mishaps, knew about this, she would definitely make things difficult for her man! 

At the same time, she also couldn't understand why those old Gu would make such an arrangement. Of 

all the people they could have sent, why did they send two pieces of trash who were not successful and 

only good at causing trouble? Wasn't this a bad thing? 



Madam Miao was filled with regret, but at the same time, she was glad that Leng ruoxue wasn't here. 

Otherwise, the situation would have been out of control! 

But could he clean it up now? 

Madam Miao glanced at the calm and composed uncle long and master ning. Seeing that these two 

important figures were acting as if nothing had happened, her heart began to feel uneasy for no reason. 

It was reasonable to say that with uncle long and master ning's status, they shouldn't tolerate the 

deliberate provocation of two people who were not as strong as them! However, he had endured it. 

Such an unusual reaction made her heart feel uneasy. Perhaps, it was a serious mistake for her to come 

here today! And bringing these two people along was an even bigger mistake. 

At this moment, Madam Miao really wanted to escape by peeing, but she gave up on that thought. 

AI! I can't hide from what's coming! She was already mentally prepared to be blamed by Leng ruoxue. 

With such a thought in mind, she couldn't be bothered to stop these two idiots from doing anything. If 

they wanted to die, who could they blame? More importantly, Madam Miao didn't think that she would 

be able to stop the other party. 

So, after Madam Miao gave uncle long and master ning an apologetic look, she obediently tasted the 

delicious desserts on the table. 

Look at the food she made, it was really exquisite, beautiful, and delicious! 

Madam Miao gobbled down the desserts one by one, and soon, her mouth was full. In her hands, there 

were even two small pieces of desserts, as if she was afraid that someone would snatch them away. 

The young lady who had previously complained about Leng ruoxue's lack of haste in coming to see 

them, upon seeing Madam Miao's reaction, was filled with disdain. She had never been on the stage 

before, so what if she had never eaten anything in her life? Was there a need to wolf down the food 

without caring about his image? She had really lost all her face! 

The young woman was full of hatred. She couldn't understand how this stupid and ugly man could marry 

the president of the mission headquarters. What was even more inconceivable was that the president 

still loved this fool so much and listened to his every word. It was really too incomprehensible. 

Thinking of this, the young woman's eyes suddenly burst with hatred, and she wanted to cut the fool in 

front of her into pieces! 

It was so unfair! What right did this ugly woman have to marry such a powerful man? And a beauty like 

her could only stay with a good-for-nothing? 

Hmph! Wasn't it all because the other party had a powerful ancestor? 

The more the young woman thought about it, the more her heart felt unbalanced. She knew that she 

could not do anything to Madam Miao, so she could only vent her anger on outsiders. 

As for the outsiders in her eyes, she was referring to Leng ruoxue. However, Leng ruoxue was not 

present at the moment, so the outsiders in front of her could only be uncle long and master ning. 

However, master ning was the head of the eight great divine domains of the divine world, the old 



ancestor of the ning family. He was definitely not someone she could afford to offend. As such, uncle 

long, whom she was not familiar with and did not think to be very famous, naturally became her primary 

target. 

Then, she pointed at uncle long with her slender finger and said in a commanding tone,""You, quickly go 

and find Leng ruoxue for me! I want to question her, is this how she treats her guests?" 

"Me?" Hearing this, uncle long was stunned. He pointed at himself speechlessly. Did this woman think 

he was a pushover? She actually ordered him around and even wanted to question Xue 'er? She really 

wanted to know where she got her guts from. And who gave her such courage? 

"It's you! I order you to quickly call Leng ruoxue over, Hmph! This is outrageous, she actually made me 

wait for her here for so long! Don't you know that my time is precious?" Seeing uncle Long's slow 

reaction, the young woman's dissatisfaction intensified. 

"I really didn't know that your time was so precious. However, what does this have to do with us?" Uncle 

long was so angry that he laughed. 

"How can it not be related to you? We've come to your place, shouldn't you treat us well?" The young 

woman said matter-of-factly. 

"We've been treating you well! Look, all the good tea and snacks have been served, so what are you still 

dissatisfied about?" Uncle long sighed and said helplessly. 

"Hmph! Who wants your tea and snacks? The person we want to see is Leng ruoxue, but she hasn't 

come out after so long. She's clearly not giving us any face! Not only that, but you also sent two people 

with no status to accompany us. Could it be that this is how your Demon City treats its guests?" The 

young woman said angrily after hearing what uncle long said. 

Chapter 2803 We're Here To Take You In (1) 

Two people with no status? 

Uncle long and master ning looked at each other and saw a trace of doubt in each other's eyes. The so-

called naked people this young woman mentioned, were they the two of them? 

If it really was the two of them, then how did this woman determine that she didn't have any identity? 

This woman was not clear about uncle Long's background, so it was more acceptable to say that he had 

no status. After all, for tens of thousands of years, uncle long could be said to have rarely moved around 

in the divine world, so it was normal for the younger generation to not know him. However, he had 

been active in the divine realm for tens of thousands of years. His face could be said to be known by 

almost everyone in the divine realm. Thus, he really could not understand why this woman had the right 

to say such things about him. 

From what he could see, this woman's strength was only at the level of a Divine King. A Divine King 

dared to say that a reverent-God had no status? master ning really wanted to roar,"may I ask who you 

are?" Show it to scare me? 

It could be said that from the moment these three people entered the living room, other than the 

woman who called herself Madam Miao giving a simple self-introduction, the two people in front of 
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them didn't even introduce themselves. Madam Miao also didn't explain their identities. And these two 

people, ever since they entered their territory, had a cool, overbearing, arrogant, and insufferably 

arrogant expression. 

However, out of courtesy, uncle long and master ning did not raise any doubts about their attitudes. 

Instead, they were still very polite. After all, it was Madam Miao who brought them here, so they had to 

give some face to Madam Miao, who was considered half a family member. 

However, the other party had already bullied them. If the two of them allowed the situation to develop 

as it pleased, they would become the laughingstock of Demon City before the next day. 

Thinking of this, uncle long and master ning put away their kind expressions and released their pressure. 

Suddenly, the young woman and the middle-aged man felt a great pressure, and their faces turned pale. 

Then master ning smiled and asked,""Little girl, who are you referring to when you said someone with 

no status?" 

"Ning brat, aren't you just an advisor? Of course, she's talking about the two of us. " Without giving the 

young woman a chance to speak, uncle long spoke first. 

"That's right, it's you two," The young woman suppressed the fear in her heart and said with a 

disapproving look, Hmph! She did not believe that the two people in front of her would dare to hurt her! 

"So my status as the master of the ning family is worthless in your eyes?" Master ning continued to ask, 

his handsome face still full of curiosity. 

"Hmph! What's so great about being the head of the ning family?" After being asked by the master of 

the ning family, the young woman's temper suddenly flared up. She didn't care if she could afford to 

provoke the other party. In any case, she had already provoked him, so what was there to be afraid of? 

In addition, she was very sure that if master ning knew her identity, he would not dare to hurt her. 

"Hahaha! Well said, what's so great about being the head of the ning family!" Uncle long couldn't help 

but laugh wildly when he saw master ning's constipated face after hearing the young woman's words. 

His tone was full of gloating. 

He deserved it! This old man didn't want to give up and had to ask so clearly. Now, great, the other party 

didn't care about his identity at all. This old man must be embarrassed now, right? 

The master of the ning family was more than embarrassed! He was so depressed that he wanted to die. 

But of the few people present, the most depressed was Madam Miao, who was treated like an invisible 

person. 

At this moment, she even wanted to die! His little heart was beating uncontrollably, and he cursed in his 

heart. How could this woman be so brainless? He actually dared to say in public that the master of the 

ning family was so great? 

What's so great about him that you can evaluate him? Is he someone you can provoke? This was 

definitely the rhythm of courting death! 

Madam Miao felt that she had really made a mistake by coming here today! She should not have come 

here! 



After thinking about it, she felt that she could not stay here any longer. She wanted to leave before the 

situation got out of hand and she was implicated! 

After making her decision, Madam Miao suddenly stood up and bowed to uncle long and master 

ning.""Two seniors, I just remembered that I still have some unfinished business at home. I think I 

should take my leave first." 

"You bastard!" If she didn't leave now, she was afraid that she would lose all her face. 

Seeing that Madam Miao was about to leave, uncle long smiled calmly and asked,""What, Madam Miao 

also feels that we, who have no status, are not qualified to entertain you, so you want to leave?" 

"Hmph! It's good that you know!" Without waiting for Madam Miao, whose face had turned pale from 

fright, to answer, the young woman rushed to answer, her beautiful face full of disgust. 

"You shut up!" Madam Miao roared at the young woman angrily, then turned to uncle long with an 

apologetic look.""Senior, you've misunderstood. How could I think that way? There's really something at 

home. " 

After saying this, she was already breaking out in cold sweat. She wanted to strangle this stupid woman 

in front of her! 

Damn it! It's fine if you're the one pulling the aggro, but why did you drag her into it? They were not 

from the same country! 

Madam Miao was exceptionally angry, but the young woman was even angrier than her after being 

yelled at! 

After that, the young woman turned her spear around and pointed it directly at Madam Miao. She then 

roared,""Miao cuihua, who are you shouting at? Who gave you the guts? You're getting bolder, aren't 

you?" 

"You bastard! I said don't call me Miao cuihua, my surname isn't Miao!" When Madam Miao heard 

those three words, she was instantly enraged. Seeing that the two Tigresses were about to fight, uncle 

long and master ning were speechless and didn't know what to say. 

Aren't these two a little too dramatic? How did the two of them get into a fight in such a short time? 

Leng ruoxue, who had been waiting outside the door, almost burst out laughing when she heard the 

name 'Miao cuihua'. This reminded her of something, especially the two words 'cuihua'."Cuihua, serve 

the pickled vegetables!" 

Such loving words! 

As she thought about it, Leng ruoxue's thoughts flew off again. 

At the same time, the young woman in the living room heard Madam Miao's words and simply 

sneered,""Yup! Your last name is mu, not Miao. Miao and mu are both plants, so what does it matter if 

your last name is mu?" 



"Of course it's related. I'm a tough woman, and you're asking me to take my husband's surname. Aren't 

you looking down on me? Hmph! If you want to follow, he'll follow my surname, mu. It's best if you all 

call him President mu in the future!" Madam Miao roared. 

"Miao cuihua, don't even think about it!" The young woman's eyelids twitched. She had no intention of 

fulfilling Madam Miao's wish. 

When Madam Miao saw this, her anger instantly rose. She bared her fangs and brandished her claws as 

she pounced on the young woman, and the two of them started to fight ... 

Uncle long and master ning were dumbfounded by this scene! 

What ... What was going on? 
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Why did the two of them start fighting? One had to know that the young woman's cannon fire was still 

aimed at them! But in the blink of an eye, the church had started killing each other! And the reason for 

killing each other was actually because of their surnames! 

Thinking of President mu, uncle long and master ning couldn't help but sympathize with him. Then, the 

two of them glanced at the middle-aged man who was still sitting calmly on the chair, not paying any 

attention to the fight between Madam Miao and the young woman. They thought to themselves, could 

it be that this kind of situation happens often? Otherwise, why would this person be so indifferent? 

It had to be said that uncle long and master ning were right. 

Madam Miao and the young woman had been at odds for a long time. For the two of them to be able to 

live in peace for two days, that could definitely be called a miracle in the history of the divine realm! This 

time, however, the clan had sent two of them to Demon City. This result had already shocked the entire 

clan! 

Now, the two of them had finally gotten along peacefully in someone else's territory for a while, and 

now, they finally couldn't hold on any longer and started fighting! 

After the two of them started fighting, uncle long and master ning didn't think about pulling them apart. 

It was none of their business anyway, as long as they didn't destroy the decorations. 

Just as the two of them were thinking about this, they heard a loud bang. A beautiful vase that was half 

the height of a person placed in the upper left corner of the living room shattered. 

Uncle Long's heart ached when he saw this! This was his favorite flower vase, and she had returned to 

nature just like that! 

No! I can't just let it go like this! He had to take revenge for his most beloved vase! 

Uncle long, who had made up his mind, suddenly looked up and saw the gloating eyes of the master of 

the ning family. At this moment, those red eyes were telling him,"I told you not to stop it, but now 

you're in trouble, right?" 
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Uncle long glared back. At this moment, there was another loud noise, and then he saw master ning's 

face turn black. 

This time, it was uncle Long's turn to gloat! 

The two of them didn't have to care about each other before, but now they didn't have to laugh at each 

other. Uncle long instantly felt better. But master ning was so angry that he wanted to cut the two 

women in front of him into eight pieces! 

It was really too detestable! The vase that the two of them smashed later on was his favorite! 

However, before master ning had time to worry, a series of banging sounds came to his ears. The two of 

them looked up at the same time, and no one spoke. 

Alright! They had to admit that the two women's destructive power was unparalleled, because the 

decorations in the living room were basically destroyed. 

Seeing this tragic scene, the two of them were actually not angry anymore! He sat on the chair calmly 

and quietly became an audience. 

When the two women were tired and sat on the ground, panting, uncle long and master ning stood up 

from their chairs and walked to them, asking indifferently,""Are you done?" 

Madam Miao was jolted back to her senses when she heard this. At the same time, she saw the ruins in 

front of her, and her heart instantly turned cold. 

Oh my God! Did the two of them do this? Madam Miao truly didn't expect that her uncontrollable anger 

would actually cause such a big problem. What should he do? 

Sob ... Madam Miao burst into tears! Even though she had not interacted much with Leng ruoxue, she 

had already experienced how terrifying that lass was. The two of them were definitely not on the same 

level! For a moment, she was a little panicked. 

But the young woman didn't take it seriously, and even took uncle long and master ning's words as 

mockery, so she quickly retorted,""It's none of your business!" 

"It's not that we want to interfere. We just want to remind you that you two have broken our things and 

you need to compensate us!" Uncle long said calmly with a smile on his face. 

 "Compensation? In your dreams? I've broken countless things since I was young, and no one has ever 

dared to ask me for compensation!" The young woman said disdainfully after hearing what uncle long 

said. 

"Not in the past doesn't mean that there won't be in the future, you know? In addition, I don't care who 

you are. No matter how high your status is, can it be higher than that B * tch, Wu Chen? She has to pay 

the price in blood for smashing our things. Do you think you can beat her?" Uncle long sneered. 

"I ... I ..." The young woman was speechless. 

Even though she still wanted to argue, she really couldn't say that she was nobler than Wu Chen. 

However, when compared to Leng ruoxue, she felt that she was nobler! 



Thinking of this, the young woman said,""Although my status is not as noble as God Lord Rime ripple 's, 

it's still more than enough to compare to Leng ruoxue' s! So, even if I destroy everything in her place, 

she has no right to ask me for compensation!" 

The young woman's self-confidence made uncle long and master ning speechless, and they were even 

more dissatisfied with her belittling Xue 'er and raising her own status. But before they could flare up, 

they heard a faint and familiar voice. 

"Your name is God Lord fogripple? Do you still think that your status is higher than mine?" As she spoke, 

Leng ruoxue had already stepped into the living room. Following behind her were Dongfang Yue and the 

rest, as well as the shapeshifted beasts. At this moment, be it humans or Beastie, their expressions were 

not very good. 

They had already been standing outside and watching the show for a while. 

But now! He naturally had to support Xue 'er. 

"Who are you?" Despite Leng ruoxue's words, the young lady still asked. 

"I'm Leng ruoxue. Why? didn't you do your homework before coming here?" Leng ruoxue glanced at the 

young lady who was in a sorry state and asked coldly. 

Hearing this, the young woman's eyes unconsciously flashed with a trace of jealousy. She hated it! Leng 

ruoxue was indeed as beautiful as the legends had said. Not only that, she was now famous, causing 

people to tremble in fear! All of this made her feel extremely unfair! 

Why? Why? 

However, how could a woman who had ascended from the lower realm have all this? As for her, a 

woman of noble birth, she could only keep a low profile and live in a dark corner, not known by the 

people of the divine realm? 

This was too unfair! The jealousy in the young woman's heart instantly reached its peak. At this 

moment, she deeply felt that people like Miao cuihua were no longer worthy of her jealousy. Leng 

ruoxue was her greatest enemy! And she wanted to have everything that Leng ruoxue had! 

The entire Demon City should be hers! 

Thinking of this, the young woman raised her head arrogantly and said,""Your status is not worthy of me 

doing my homework!" 

"Hehe! Was it? I wonder what kind of identity is worthy of you to do your homework? Also, I'd like to 

know who you are. Why don't you tell me and give me a shock?" Leng ruoxue wasn't angry and even 

asked with a smile. 

"Hmph! You'll be scared to death if I tell you! Although my identity isn't something an ascender like you 

is qualified to know, but seeing that you still have value, I'll tell you kindly. You better listen carefully, I'm 

Princess Jiao Yue of the dark family Alliance, so you'd better be more respectful to me!" The young 

woman said arrogantly. 

Chapter 2805 We're Here To Take You In (3) 
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After hearing her words, Madam Miao really wanted to find a hole to hide in. 

It was too embarrassing! She actually introduced herself in such a manner in front of Leng ruoxue, that 

fiend. Did she think that she did not have enough hatred for her? At this moment, Madam Miao didn't 

even dare to look at Leng ruoxue's expression. She wished that she had never been here, but it was 

impossible for her to lie to herself! 

Sob ... With this brain-dead woman around, Leng ruoxue would never forgive her! Madam Miao's face 

was instantly filled with sorrow. That resentful aura accompanied her for a long time without 

dissipating. 

However, Leng ruoxue wasn't as angry as Madam Miao thought. Instead, she smiled and said,""Dark 

family Alliance? I'm sorry, I've never heard of it!" 

Leng ruoxue, who had said this, had an extremely innocent expression on her face. She was also a little 

speechless in her heart. It seemed like this woman's Princess illness was not light! However, she was the 

most experienced in treating princess syndrome. 

When the woman who called herself Princess jiaoyue heard Leng ruoxue say that she had never heard of 

the dark Alliance, she was instantly enraged. Her face even revealed an expression of disbelief as she 

shrieked,"Never heard of it? You've never heard of the dark family Alliance? You're indeed a country 

bumpkin!" 

"Country bumpkin? Why do I feel that it's because your dark family Alliance isn't famous enough? Have 

you heard of this force?" After speaking to the young lady, Leng ruoxue turned to ask Dongfang Yue and 

the rest. 

Dongfang Yue and the others were extremely honest. They even deliberately thought for a while before 

cautiously saying,""Young master, we've never heard of it!" 

"Look, even my men have never heard of it. I think this dark family Alliance is not that impressive!" Leng 

ruoxue said with a smile. 

"You ... How dare you! How dare you look down on our dark family Alliance! I think you don't want to 

live anymore!" When Princess jiaoyue heard this, she was so angry that she almost exploded! 

"I want to live! But I really haven't heard of it. You can't ask me to lie, right? I'm an honest and good 

child. " Leng ruoxue was still smiling brightly. 

Then, she turned to Madam Miao and said,""Cui Hua, long time no see!" 

"Yup! Long time no see. " Madam Miao replied softly, still not daring to raise her head to look at Leng 

ruoxue. Sob ... This girl might not be as old as her, but the pressure she gave her was not ordinary! 

"How is President mu?" After greeting her, Leng ruoxue asked another question, as though it was a small 

talk, chatting with Madam Miao. 

President mu? Hearing this form of address, Madam Miao felt even more embarrassed. Didn't this mean 

that Leng ruoxue had heard everything that she had said? Oh my God! Just kill her! She didn't want to 

live! 



One should know that Leng ruoxue was her man's new master, and she had just made a big lie about 

calling her man President mu. This time, she was really so depressed that she could not show her face. 

The more she thought about it, the more Madam Miao felt that she had no face to see anyone! She had 

embarrassed herself in front of Leng ruoxue. Sob ... Give her a piece of tofu and let her commit suicide, 

right? 

Madam Miao was full of resentment, and when Jiao Yue saw that Leng ruoxue had actually changed her 

target and ignored her, Jiao Yue, who had always thought of herself as the center of everyone's 

attention, felt her heart become unbalanced. 

"Leng ruoxue, I'm the one who's talking to you right now. Don't bother with that idiot!" She yelled 

without even thinking. 

Madam Miao, who had been called an idiot, immediately exploded in anger! 

With a swish, she scurried to Jiao Yue's side and picked her up like a little chick. She then angrily 

questioned,"Who are you calling an idiot? F * ck! You're the one who's a complete idiot, okay?" 

As they spoke, the two of them were ready to fight again. 

Leng ruoxue looked at the scene in front of her and felt a slight headache! 

"Did you two come to my house to fight?" Leng ruoxue's beautiful eyes flashed with a cold glint as she 

asked. 

"Uh! Of course not!" When Madam Miao heard this, she immediately became obedient and stood to the 

side like a primary school student who had made a mistake. 

"Yes, we're not here to fight!" Jiao Yue didn't go against Madam Miao this time, but she 

continued,""We're here to take you in!" 

"……" 

Hearing this, Leng ruoxue and the rest fell silent. 

Was he here to incorporate them? Did they hear wrong? Did the dark family Alliance send a few idiots to 

take them in? 

Was he trying to punish them? 

Hearing the princess-sick Jiao Yue say this, Leng ruoxue really wanted to ask her if today was April Fool's 

Day. Can you not be like this? 

If there's something to say, let's talk it out. What kind of international joke is this? When Jiao Yue saw 

that the other party's anger was immediately extinguished like a mute after she spoke, she felt 

extremely pleased. However, as a brainless companion, Madam Miao couldn't be proud no matter what. 

You still want to take them in? What are you going to use to take them in? Just based on your status as a 

God King? 



Don't be silly! Any of the beasts here can send you back to your hometown! Madam Miao secretly 

complained to herself, and at the same time, she felt quite depressed that she had such a companion. 

She swore that she never wanted to go on a mission with Jiao Yue again in her life! Of course, the 

possibility of the clan releasing Jiao Yue in the future would not be very big! 

This guy was simply attracting hatred everywhere! In just a short while, she had offended uncle long, 

master ning, and the most difficult person to deal with, Leng ruoxue, whom even Wu Xuan could not do 

anything to! AI! At this moment, Madam Miao truly did not know how to deal with the situation. 

Thinking of the task she was shouldering, she didn't know how to start. He hoped that Leng ruoxue 

wouldn't be so angry with Jiao Yue that she would immediately list him as a no-contact! 

After thinking about it this way, Madam Miao felt that it was better for her to have a private talk with 

Leng ruoxue first. Although her idea was good, it was rather difficult to put it into practice. Jiao Yue 

didn't even give her a chance to speak. 

Seeing that Leng ruoxue and the others didn't respond for a long time, Jiao Yue couldn't wait any longer 

and urged,""Leng ruoxue, stop wasting time. Hurry up and gather all your men. I want to give them a 

speech. From now on, they will be under the leadership of our dark clan Alliance!" 

"……" 

He even wanted to give them a lecture? Leng ruoxue and the rest looked at each other, feeling even 

more speechless. At this moment, the crowd and the beasts truly felt that the woman in front of them 

was seriously ill! Otherwise, why would he have such a strange idea? 

Who used her? Who was using her as a lecture? Who did he think he was! 

"Go and gather everyone!" After a long time, Leng ruoxue took a deep breath and suppressed the urge 

to strangle the woman in front of her. She then gave the order. 

She wanted to see what the dark family Alliance was up to. He actually dared to come here and point 

fingers at her, did he think she was made of mud? 

"I'll personally gather them!" "Yes, master!" Dongfang Lin quickly replied and left. 

Not long after, most of the people had received orders and rushed to the living room. Moreover, there 

were many humans and beasts in Demon City. The spacious living room could not fit everyone, and 

soon, the courtyard was filled with people and countless cute little beasts. 

Dongfang Lin was extremely dedicated to passing on Leng ruoxue's orders. He had informed everyone in 

Demon City, regardless of their relationship with them. This included ice soul, Shui mo, and Bing Jie. 

As soon as the three Qilins appeared, the humans and beasts in the courtyard immediately made way 

for them. Bing po, who was holding the ice Phoenix, was full of question marks. 

"Little girl, what's the matter?" Ice Spirit couldn't help but ask. 

Originally, he didn't want to come, but Dongfang Lin said that everyone who lived in Demon City had to 

attend, or else they would bear the consequences! When he heard this, he immediately felt that the 

matter was not small, so he dragged the unwilling Shui mo over! 



When he arrived, Ice Spirit realized that everyone was here. Leng ruoxue and the others were 

expressionless, so he could not guess what had happened. 

"Something happened, but I'm not the one looking for you. It's her!" Leng ruoxue nodded and pointed at 

Jiao Yue. 

"What?" Ice Spirit was confused. It wasn't Xue 'er who was looking for them, but a strange woman. 

What was going on? Ice soul glanced at Jiao Yue's strength and felt a little displeased. 

A puny little Divine King was also worth for them to mobilize so many people? 

"That's right, I was the one who asked you to gather!" Hearing this, Jiao Yue smiled in satisfaction, but 

she couldn't help but secretly praise Leng ruoxue in her heart. Leng ruoxue was indeed obedient! There 

were even rumors of how terrifying she was! It simply didn't live up to its name! 

Hmph! He was still shocked by her identity as the princess of the Dark family Alliance! 

Jiao Yue couldn't hide the smugness on her face. The way she looked at Leng ruoxue became more and 

more disdainful, but Leng ruoxue didn't seem to care. She kept a faint smile on her face. 

Let's see if you can still laugh later! Jiao Yue cursed. 

"Who are you?" After thinking for a while, he still couldn't figure out jiaoyue's identity as Ice Spirit, so he 

asked curiously. 

"I'm Princess jiaoyue!" Jiao Yue said smugly as she began to examine the ice Spirit. 

Oh! She was a rare beauty! Then, she shifted her gaze to the others and suddenly realized that the men 

in Leng ruoxue's room were all of the highest quality! 

At that moment, she was Jealous Again! However, the moment she thought about how these people 

would become her subordinates, the injustice in her heart subsided a little. 

Ice Spirit didn't like the woman looking at him as if he was her everything. After hearing the woman's 

introduction, he smiled and said, "I've never heard of it!" 

"I'm Princess Jiao Yue of the dark family Alliance. Have you really not heard of me?" Ice Spirit's 

ignorance made Jiao Yue very sad. This was too much, how could she not have heard of her? 

"No, I have another question. What is the dark family Alliance?" Ice Spirit asked innocently. 

This time, Jiao Yue was completely depressed! 

Chapter 2806 Looking For Trouble? Courting Death?(1) 

How detestable! How detestable! Why are all these country bumpkins from Demon City? Princess 

jiaoyue was so depressed that she wanted to bang her head against the wall. She could bear the fact 

that Leng ruoxue didn't know her. After all, that woman came from a small place and it was natural that 

she didn't see the world. But when she told him about her identity, how could such an outstanding man 

in front of her not have heard of her? This was something that Princess jiaoyue couldn't accept. 
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From what she knew, even though she was not as famous as Leng ruoxue, she had already said that she 

was the princess of the Dark family Alliance. How could this man not know anything about her? One 

must know that the dark family Alliance was quite important in the eyes of some major powers. And no 

matter how she looked at it, the man in front of her didn't seem to have come from a small corner! So 

she couldn't understand the blank expression on his face when he saw her. 

Thinking of this, Jiao Yue couldn't help but ask,"You really haven't heard of the dark family Alliance and 

my great name?" 

"I really didn 't!" Ice Spirit's answer was still very sincere. Seeing this, Leng ruoxue was having a hard 

time holding back her laughter. This Princess-like Jiao Yue seemed to have kicked Ice Spirit, this iron 

plate. 

"Dammit! How can you not have heard of me? I'm the famous Princess jiaoyue!" "Stop!" The Furious 

Jiao Yue suddenly roared, her entire body trembling with anger. 

However, Ice Spirit looked at Leng ruoxue as if she was looking at a lunatic. She then asked Leng ruoxue 

with her eyes,'where did this lunatic come from?' 

Leng ruoxue couldn't hold it in any longer and burst out laughing. This time, she had completely angered 

Princess Jiao Yue and successfully made her target her. 

With her hands on her hips, Jiao Yue shouted at the top of her lungs like a Shrew,""Leng ruoxue, how 

dare you mock me? I won't let you off! I'll make you pay the price!" 

After yelling at Leng ruoxue, she didn't give Leng ruoxue a chance to react and continued to yell at the 

others,""And you guys, I won't let you off either. You will become the lowest status slaves of our dark 

family Alliance! By the way, give me the dog you're holding in your arms. I want to roast it and eat it!" 

The last sentence was for Ice Spirit. After hearing her words, Ice Spirit's face darkened. 

Roast it and eat it? Ice? 

F * ck! She dared to say in front of him that she was going to roast his son to eat. Wasn't she courting 

death? 

"You're saying ... You want me to give you the little dog in my arms?" Ice Spirit asked as she suppressed 

her anger. 

"That's right, I'm hungry, so I'm going to eat it for lunch! Hmph! He was a man, yet he was learning how 

to hug a dog like a woman! Looks like I'll have to teach you a good lesson in the future. Otherwise, you'll 

be a complete disgrace to all men!" Jiao Yue said in dissatisfaction. She didn't realize that Ice Spirit, who 

didn't want to argue with the crazy man, had already treated her as a dead person because of her 

words. The onlookers silently lit candles for the bold woman in front of them who was not afraid of 

death! 

There was probably only one woman in the world who dared to say that she would roast her son in front 

of his father. More importantly, Bing Yao was simply the forbidden unicorn of ice soul now. Therefore, 

this woman was definitely courting death! 



"You still want to train me?" After listening to Jiao Yue's words, ice soul finally reacted. He had lived for 

so long, but this was the first time someone had dared to speak to him like this. Therefore, he would be 

sorry if he didn't hold back this bold woman! 

"Of course, but you're not the only one I want to train. Every one of you here is my target. In the future, 

you'll be under my leadership, so I'll train you to be the best slaves!" Jiao Yue said confidently. As she 

spoke, there was no lack of a proud expression on her face, as if everything she had said had already 

become a reality. 

At the same time, everyone who had been unjustly accused came to the same conclusion in their hearts. 

This woman did have a mental problem! 

He had never heard of a mental hospital in the divine realm! Then where did this woman come from? 

Everyone was really puzzled. For a moment, a big question mark was hanging on everyone's faces. 

Seeing this, Jiao Yue thought that everyone was afraid, so she continued,""As long as you're obedient, I 

won't hit or scold you!" 

Fine, they still wanted to hit and scold them! 

LAN lie, who had been watching from the side, couldn't take it anymore. He asked Leng ruoxue without 

thinking,""Xue 'er, who's this crazy person! Where did you come from?" 

"Princess Jiao Yue from the dark family Alliance! Little lie lie, were you in a daze when I introduced 

myself just now?" Leng ruoxue teased calmly. 

LAN lie couldn't help but question,"are all the people from the dark family Alliance crazy like this?" AI! If 

you're sick, you have to be treated! How could they let the people of this force out so easily? It's too 

dangerous!" 

"Yup! I thought it was dangerous too, but they let it out, and it was on my territory!" Leng ruoxue 

agreed. As she spoke, her beautiful eyes swept over Madam Miao, who was pretending to be invisible. 

Madam Miao's heart started to palpitate when Leng ruoxue glanced at her so casually. She cursed 

silently in her heart, it's none of my business! This was really none of her business! She was innocent! 

Please don't involve the innocent! 

At this moment, Madam Miao couldn't be bothered to explain Jiao Yue's actions. She felt that in the face 

of Jiao Yue's performance, no matter how many words she said, it would be useless. Instead of this, she 

might as well let Leng ruoxue and the others act on their own. She couldn't care so much. 

After giving Leng ruoxue an apologetic look, Madam Miao continued to remain silent. She even couldn't 

help but shrink into a corner to avoid attracting attention. 

"What do you mean by your territory? this is clearly mine!" At this moment, Jiao Yue, whose face had 

turned red from Leng ruoxue and LAN lie's conversation, finally managed to shout out these words. 

"……" 

Everyone fell silent again. 



Uncle long and the others were especially depressed. This woman was obviously beyond cure! 

"Xue 'er, what's going on? isn't this place yours?" Ice Spirit didn't understand, but she suppressed her 

anger and wanted to get to the bottom of this. 

However, before Leng ruoxue could answer, Jiao Yue quickly said,""It used to be hers, but after we take 

over this place, it'll be mine! Of course, that includes all of you!" 

"You want to take over this place? On what basis?" Ice Spirit asked with her eyes wide open. All of a 

sudden, he realized that he wasn't as angry as before, because the other party was really a lunatic! 

Otherwise, how could someone in someone else's territory say that they wanted to take over the other 

party so naturally? Was this something a normal person should do? 

"Just because I'm the princess of the Dark family Alliance!" Jiao Yue said proudly. 

Chapter 2807 Looking For Trouble? Courting Death?(2) 

"..." Alright! At this moment, Ice Spirit had to admit that the dark family Alliance was quite capable. At 

least they had raised a crazy person! 

When the others present heard Jiao Yue's words, they immediately treated it as a fart and let it go! Not 

only that, but they were also excited to watch the show. 

A woman who dared to come to Demon City to steal territory had to be worshipped! 

LAN lie was the first person to express this wish! 

"Princess jiaoyue, right? I've decided, from now on, you'll be my nauseating elephant!" 

A target to vomit! 

"Hmph! In the future, remember to serve me well. Although your strength is a bit low, your face is still 

passable, so this Princess will not care so much!" Jiao Yue said honestly. 

Hearing this, LAN lie was embarrassed and couldn't help but think,"this Princess jiaoyue, you should be 

more calculative!" He really didn't have the habit of serving a psychopath! 

"Little LAN lie, congratulations!" At this time, the crowd, who wanted to see the world in chaos, began 

to tease him again. LAN lie was so embarrassed that he wanted to find a hole to hide in. If he had known 

this would happen, he wouldn't have talked nonsense with this lunatic! Great, now he was inside. 

Jiao Yue saw that so many people were envious and jealous of LAN lie, so she waved her hand and 

said,""You don't have to be envious of him. As long as you perform well, you will have the opportunity 

to serve me! However, I have very high standards for men, and ordinary people won't be able to enter 

my eyes. So, if your looks don't meet my standards, please leave!" 

"……" 

As soon as these words came out, it once again hit the glass hearts of a large number of men! It wasn't 

that they wanted to serve Princess jiaoyue, but that they were disgusted by the shameless words of the 

woman in front of them! 
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He really didn't know how this woman's brain worked! How could he have such a weird idea? How could 

the other party tell that they were envious? 

However, Jiao Yue was obviously living in her own world and didn't notice the nauseating expressions of 

the people in front of her. After that, she directed her gaze at Leng ruoxue,""As for you, I think you 

should just be my uncle's concubine!" 

"Me?" Leng ruoxue looked around and could not help but ask. 

"It's you! With your status, being a concubine is already a good thing for you!" Jiao Yue said disdainfully. 

Leng ruoxue was speechless. She didn't want to take advantage of him like this, okay? At this time, the 

middle-aged man who seemed to be jiaoyue's uncle raised his head and looked at Leng ruoxue with a 

scrutinizing look. Then, he nodded in satisfaction. 

Leng ruoxue was rendered speechless by this. She really couldn't understand why the dark family 

Alliance was here. 

Looking for trouble? Are you looking for death? 

It seemed like everything was possible! 

At the same time, uncle long and master ning looked at each other and asked in unison,""I don't know 

what kind of task Princess jiaoyue is planning to arrange for us?" 

"You guys?" Hearing this, Jiao Yue sized up the two of them, and she couldn't help but feel a little 

excited. Look, the other party was the master of the ning family! Weren't they also captured by her 

domineering aura? At this moment, she had long forgotten that master ning was not someone she could 

afford to offend, and was completely immersed in her own fantasy. 

"You guys just watch the door for me! AI! You guys are too old, there's a generation gap between us!" 

Jiao Yue's face was full of regret, and her heart was even more lamenting. If master ning was a bit 

younger, she might have directly taken him in! However, although she disliked the other party for being 

a little old, she was quite satisfied with master ning's tactfulness. 

He should be the master of the ning family! Look, after knowing her identity, he took the initiative to 

send himself to her door! 

Very good, she liked this kind of person! After thinking about it, she gave master ning a satisfied look. 

But master ning was not happy. 

Let him guard the door? Look at your sister! If it wasn't for the fact that no one was making a move, 

master ning would've killed Princess jiaoyue right in front of him. He also guaranteed that the dark 

family Alliance wouldn't even dare to let out a fart! 

To be honest, he knew about the Dark Clan, but he had no idea when they formed an alliance. However, 

this didn't stop him from wanting to deal with the woman in front of him. More importantly, he wasn't 

afraid of the dark family Alliance! What a pity! Right now, everyone was obviously still admiring the 

woman's self-directed act and wanted to see how weird this woman was. Therefore, no one thought of 

destroying the other party as soon as they came up! 



But it was undeniable that master ning, who had always claimed to be very patient with women, really 

couldn't stand it now! 

Uncle long couldn't take it either, but he had a high level of patience, so he had been holding it in and 

waiting for it to explode! 

F * ck! Let him guard the door too? Could the dark family Alliance afford to hire him? However, uncle 

long knew that the other party definitely didn't intend to pay! 

"Why? are you not satisfied with my arrangement?" Seeing that uncle long and master ning didn't 

express their gratitude, Jiao Yue couldn't help but ask. 

"I'm satisfied! I'm very satisfied!" The two of them immediately agreed. 

"As long as you're satisfied. Work hard in the future and I won't mistreat you!" Jiao Yue said as if she was 

the master of the house. 

"..." Did they really think of themselves as their master? 

"Xue 'er, I can't take it anymore! Let's do it!" Dongfang Lin, who had been watching the show for a long 

time, finally couldn't help but urge. If he continued to watch, he was afraid that he would be the next 

one to be arranged. 

No, they had already made arrangements. From now on, they would all be this woman's slaves! 

"Just these two or three cats, is it worth us working together?" Glancing at Jiao Yue and the middle-aged 

man, Leng ruoxue laughed. 

Among the two of them, the woman was a Divine King while the man was a divine Emperor. Leng 

ruoxue had no intention of making a move against them despite their strength. However, the fact that 

the other party dared to come to her place and make such a big fuss showed that he was extremely 

bold! 

"That's true! Who's next?" Dongfang Lin thought for a moment and turned to ask the person beside him. 

"Are we really going to make a move? Do you want him Dead or Alive?" Someone asked. 

"As you wish." Dongfang Lin didn't seem to care. 

"Brothers, what are we waiting for? let's kill him!" It was unknown who shouted this, but immediately 

after, the people around Dongfang Lin swarmed forward. 

The people who had attacked were all like fiends, and when they swarmed in front of Jiao Yue and the 

middle-aged man, the two of them began to panic. 

Jiao Yue even asked,"you, what are you doing?" Don't mess around! I'm the princess of the Dark family 

Alliance! If you hurt me, the dark family Alliance will never let you go!" 

"Block her mouth!" Leng ruoxue didn't want to listen to Jiao Yue's bragging anymore, so she ordered. 

One of them immediately took off his stinky socks and stuffed them into Jiao Yue's mouth. 

In the blink of an eye, the two of them were captured without any resistance. 



Chapter 2808 Looking For Trouble? Seeking Death?(3) 

Jiao Yue's mouth was blocked, and she couldn't say a single word. The smell of the stinky socks almost 

made her faint, but just as she had the intention to faint, she felt a needle-like pain in her body, making 

her unable to faint even if she wanted to. 

The middle-aged man's mouth wasn't gagged, but when he saw Leng ruoxue walking towards him step 

by step, his face revealed a hint of panic. He opened his mouth and stammered,""You, what do you 

want? Don't mess around! I'm from the Dark Clan Alliance! You can't hurt me!" 

"Yo! So you're not a mute!" Uncle long asked in surprise. 

"It doesn't look like it." Master ning also agreed. 

"Don't worry, I don't intend to hurt you. I just want to know if you're the uncle that this woman is talking 

about." At this moment, Leng ruoxue smiled like a girl next door. However, the cold glint in her beautiful 

eyes caused one's heart to feel a chill. 

"I ... I'm not." Under Leng ruoxue's gaze, the middle-aged man felt an unprecedented fear. How could he 

still dare to admit that he was the uncle that Jiao Yue had been talking about? 

"You really didn 't? I hate it when people lie!" Leng ruoxue asked indifferently. Her beautiful eyes were 

filled with disdain for the man. 

"I, I'm really not!" The middle-aged man said again. 

Wu ... Why does this woman give off such a terrifying feeling? The middle-aged man was filled with 

regret. Why did he have any ideas about Leng ruoxue? At this moment, he was deeply remorseful. 

In fact, Jiao Yue's previous performance was something that the two of them had discussed. He had long 

heard that Leng ruoxue's beauty was unparalleled, so naturally, he yearned for her. In addition, Jiao Yue 

was quite envious and jealous of Leng ruoxue's achievements. Thus, the two of them, who shared the 

same taste, came to an agreement! That was to first give Leng ruoxue and the others a taste of their 

might, then take the opportunity to subdue them. 

The subjugation in their hearts was naturally to take over everything that Leng ruoxue had. 

But now, their plan had clearly failed. 

They had never thought about why Leng ruoxue was not afraid of the dark family Alliance's reputation 

and dared to treat them this way. It had to be said that the two of them felt too good about themselves. 

Otherwise, why would they take it for granted that things would develop according to their plan? 

"Madam cui Hua, is he really not?" Seeing the middle-aged man deny it once again, Leng ruoxue 

stopped asking him. Instead, she asked Madam Miao, who was hiding in a corner, hoping to be ignored 

by the crowd. 

With that, Madam Miao instantly became the focus of everyone's attention. 

"Eh? There's actually a fish that escaped the net!" LAN lie couldn't help but laugh. 
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"I, I'm not a fish that escaped the net. I'm not from the same country as them!" Madam Miao explained 

with a stammer. 

Sob ... Can you not treat me like this? She had a mission here! 

Madam Miao was rather worried, especially when she saw the angry glares of the crowd. Her 

explanation seemed rather weak and powerless. 

"Not a country? Aren't you two together?" LAN lie asked. 

"They are together!" Uncle long said in all seriousness, not giving Madam Miao a chance to speak. 

"We have different ideas, so please don't compare us." Helpless, Madam Miao could only explain it this 

way. But her words made Jiao Yue quite dissatisfied. Jiao Yue, whose mouth was gagged, was struggling 

with all her might, hoping that someone would notice her angry expression. 

Miao cuihua! If I'm treated like this, don't even think about having a good time! 

Jiao Yue, who couldn't speak, cursed in her heart. Unfortunately, no one cared about her thoughts. 

"Madam cuihua, don't be nervous. Answer me first. Is he the uncle that this Princess jiaoyue is talking 

about?" Leng ruoxue asked directly. 

"Yes!" Madam Miao nodded heavily. 

The middle-aged man's face turned pale and he shouted at the top of his lungs,""Miao cuihua, you 

vicious woman! How dare you frame me!" 

"..." Was it uncle jiaoyue who framed you? 

Everyone was speechless and didn't know what to say. It seemed that both Jiao Yue and her uncle had 

mental problems! 

After making such an appraisal, everyone's sympathetic eyes turned to Madam Miao. Seeing this, 

Madam Miao wanted to explode! However, this wasn't her house, so she endured it! 

Sob...I'm really too aggrieved today! At this moment, Madam Miao wished that she had never 

appeared! But was that possible? 

Not only had she come to Demon City, but she had also brought two idiots with her. Now, she was 

about to be implicated by them. Madam Miao's heart sank. She didn't know how Leng ruoxue was going 

to deal with her. Would her man be implicated? 

Who knew that Leng ruoxue could sense Madam Miao's worry and merely patted her on the 

shoulder.""It's almost noon, let's eat first! Oh! We'll eat pickled vegetables for lunch!" 

It just so happens that cui Hua is here! 

E-eat? 

Madam Miao didn't know how to react for a moment. She hadn't even come up with the results of her 

investigation, so why did she have to eat first? However, when she saw that everyone present was calm 

and composed, she forced herself to calm down. 



It was good to eat first. At least it would buy her some time. 

With that thought in mind, Madam Miao took the initiative to please Leng ruoxue and even asked for 

her help. 

Seeing her like this, Leng ruoxue laughed in her heart. It looked like she was about to eat the pickled 

vegetables on the Emerald Flower! 

This feeling was really ... 

Then, cui Hua, who was responsible for serving the pickled vegetables, was taken to the kitchen. 

When Leng ruoxue finally ate the pickled vegetables on the Emerald Flower, her heart finally felt 

satisfied! 

After lunch, everyone had to take an afternoon nap as usual, so Madam Miao and the other two were 

left in the living room and ignored. 

Of course, other than Madam Miao, the other two people had their personal freedom restricted and 

were tied up to the pillars in the living room. 

Such a fact left Madam Miao speechless and at a loss for words. Under normal circumstances, shouldn't 

he have dealt with jiaoyue and her uncle first? Why did they all go back to their rooms to sleep now? 

Madam Miao frowned as she sat on the chair, deep in thought. However, no matter how hard she tried 

to figure it out, she could not understand. 

"Miao cuihua, let us down while no one is around!" At this time, the middle-aged man who could still 

speak asked in a half-commanding tone. 

Hearing this, Madam Miao raised her head and glanced at the middle-aged man, then lowered her head 

again and ignored him. 

However, she was snorting in her heart! Let you down? And then? Do you want Leng ruoxue to treat you 

as her accomplice? Was she that stupid? 

Originally, their relationship wasn't very harmonious, so Madam Miao naturally didn't have the thought 

of helping each other at the cost of her own life. More importantly, seeing that Jiao Yue was out of luck, 

she was already giving her face by not stepping on her, and now she wanted her to let her go? Wouldn't 

that be daydreaming?! 

When the middle-aged man saw Madam Miao's expression, he knew that she wanted to stand by and 

watch. He couldn't help but curse,""Miao cuihua, you B * tch! How can you be so vicious? We're all part 

of the dark family Alliance, are you really not going to do anything? Aren't you afraid that the Alliance 

will be unhappy if they find out that you didn't do anything to help us?" 

"I don't know if the people of the Alliance will be unhappy with me, but I can be sure that Leng ruoxue 

and the others are already very unhappy with the two of you. So, you'd better think about how to get 

past Leng ruoxue! As for me, you don't need to worry about me!" Madam Miao said coldly. Then, she 

took out a piece of cloth from somewhere and stuffed it into the middle-aged man's mouth. 



Just like that, the middle-aged man was forced to shut his mouth. However, his eyes that were spewing 

fire glared at Madam Miao with extreme hatred, as if he couldn't wait to bite her. Unfortunately, 

Madam Miao didn't care at all. 

After an unknown period of time, the Restless Madam Miao finally saw the refreshed Leng ruoxue and 

the others. 

"Did Madam cui Hua rest well?" Leng ruoxue asked when she saw Madam Miao. 

"It 's, it's alright." Madam Miao bit the bullet and replied. 

Sob ... She didn't rest well at all? These people threw her into the living room and disappeared without a 

trace, leaving her alone to worry. 

"Since you've rested well, let's be calm!" Leng ruoxue smiled. 

"Alright!" Madam Miao nodded her head vigorously. This was exactly what she had been waiting for. 

Following that, Leng ruoxue ordered her men to take Jiao Yue and the middle-aged man away, leaving 

Madam Miao in the living room. 

"Madam Miao is also a member of the dark family Alliance?" Leng ruoxue asked directly. 

"Yes, I am!" Madam Miao hurriedly nodded. 

"So your dark family Alliance is going to be my enemy?" Leng ruoxue squinted her beautiful eyes and 

continued to ask. 

"Uh! This is definitely a misunderstanding!" Madam Miao immediately explained. 

"Misunderstanding? I don't think so? Before this, we all heard it clearly. That Princess jiaoyue is here to 

take over our Demon City!" Leng ruoxue said with a half-smile. 

"That's just what she thinks, not what we think. We hope to be on good terms with miss Leng." Madam 

Miao said with a long face. 

"What, a dark family Alliance has a different opinion?" Leng ruoxue smiled. Her smile was so bright and 

beautiful. However, this smile, in Madam Miao's eyes, sent chills down her spine. 

Leng ruoxue was not an easy person to get along with, and now that Jiao Yue and her two idiots had 

caused this, her impression of the dark family Alliance would probably take a sharp turn for the worse! 

AI! What was this good? 

Although Madam Miao was a little anxious, she still replied honestly,""It is indeed so. The dark families, 

led by our Mu family, would like to have the opportunity to cooperate with miss Leng, but the family 

that Jiao Yue represents does not agree!" 

"They want to take us in?" Leng ruoxue laughed coldly. Previously, she wanted to see what other tricks 

that Princess Jiao Yue could pull, so she didn't act up on the spot. But now, she's seen enough. Naturally, 

she wouldn't allow a small character like Jiao Yue to continue to act arrogantly in front of her. However, 

it was not her place to deal with the woman, because Ice Spirit had already reserved her! 



Chapter 2809 I Won't Take It, Alright?(1) 

"Uh! "I'm not too sure about the details. I only know that the dark clans led by jiaoyue are strongly 

opposed to befriending miss Leng. They feel that miss Leng's strength ..." Madam Miao could not finish 

her sentence, but Leng ruoxue already understood what she meant. 

"In that case, why did you send her here? Did you come here on purpose to make things difficult for me? 

Or is the dark family Alliance itching for my help?" Leng ruoxue smiled faintly. 

Although she had a smile on her face when she said this, Madam Miao's heart was particularly uneasy. 

After some thought, she replied honestly,""The Alliance decided to send them here after some 

discussion. I can't do anything about it." 

"Powerless? Well, you're quite helpless. So I don't understand why the dark family Alliance would send 

someone like you who is powerless. Could it be that there's no one left in the dark family Alliance?" Leng 

ruoxue suddenly changed the topic and spoke in a cold tone. 

"They sent me here because I've met miss Leng once." Madam Miao explained patiently. 

"You want to play the emotional card?" Leng ruoxue asked with a smile. 

Ugh! Madam Miao was at a loss for words. Even though her family did have such thoughts, could she 

admit it? Right now, she could not quite grasp Leng ruoxue's thoughts, so she did not dare to speak 

carelessly, afraid that she would say something that would make this ancestor unhappy. 

"Then uncle and nephew jiaoyue, do you still plan to take it back?" Leng ruoxue continued to ask when 

she saw that her opponent was silent. 

This ... What does this mean? That pair of idiots didn't want to give it to them? In fact, she didn't really 

care whether she returned it or not, but she was afraid that Jiao Yue's family wouldn't let it go! 

However, she believed that Leng ruoxue shouldn't be afraid. Otherwise, she wouldn't have asked. 

After thinking for a while, Madam Miao replied with a serious expression,""Our Mu family doesn't really 

care about jiaoyue and her uncle. We're just afraid that jiaoyue's family will have some ideas." 

"It's good to have an idea!" Leng ruoxue said with a half-smile. 

"Yup!" Madam Miao laughed awkwardly. It seemed like the dark family Alliance was also going to pay a 

huge price. 

"I'll have to trouble Madam cui Hua to return and tell your Alliance that we're confiscating Princess Jiao 

Yue and her uncle!" Leng ruoxue suddenly said. Then, she stood up and prepared to send the guest off. 

When Madam Miao saw this, she was dumbfounded. 

Was she being chased out? The master had already stood up, so how could she still sit down? how could 

she just leave like that? It seemed that she had not completed her task yet! 

Madam Miao opened her mouth and wanted to say something, but when she saw Leng ruoxue's cold 

gaze, she realized that she couldn't say a single word. 

In her depression, Madam Miao still left dejectedly. 
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At the same time, Jiao Yue and her uncle, who had fallen into Ice Spirit's hands, had no idea that their 

end was coming. While Ice Spirit was dealing with them, the two of them still wanted to haggle with Ice 

Spirit, which made Ice Spirit speechless. 

When Leng ruoxue and the others came to watch the show, they happened to see Ice Spirit's helpless 

expression. 

In her confusion, Leng ruoxue could not help but ask,""Senior, why do you look like you've just suffered 

a blow? Could it be that the uncle and nephew are making you feel conflicted?" 

"Yup! I'm in awe of the shamelessness of these two humans. " Ice Spirit replied in a bad mood. 

"Uh! Why don't you tell me?" Dongfang Lin's curiosity was piqued. He leaned over to Ice Spirit and 

laughed evilly. 

"This woman said that as long as I let her go, she would devote her life to me and even let me be her 

husband." Ice Spirit told him honestly. 

"Puchi!" Hearing this, Leng ruoxue and the others couldn't help but burst out laughing. They had to 

admit that they really admired Jiao Yue. Even at this time, she was still thinking of using her beauty as a 

trap. It was just that she had used the wrong person! 

"Little girl, you don't have to smile. That man also said that if you let him go, he will give you to me." 

Seeing Leng ruoxue's cheery smile, ice soul added. 

This time, it was Leng ruoxue's turn to be unable to smile. 

She really couldn't understand how Jiao Yue and her uncle's brain circuits worked, how could they be so 

different from ordinary people? Could it be that the dark family Alliance had produced some strange 

people? 

At the thought of the dark family Alliance, Leng ruoxue suddenly turned to uncle long and master ning 

and asked,""Uncle long, Godfather, when did the dark generation form an alliance?" 

"I don't know. The Dark Clan has always been secretive. Even if they have formed an alliance, I'm afraid 

they won't spread it out. But according to my guess, the reason why the dark clans formed an alliance 

should have a lot to do with that bitch, Wu Yan. " Master ning said after thinking carefully. 

"What?" Leng ruoxue's face was filled with question marks. 

"There was a period of time when Wu Yan wanted the people of the Dark generation Alliance in the 

divine world. At that time, many people of the Dark generation were captured. Later on, the dark 

generation seemed to have withdrawn from the divine world and disappeared without a trace. Now, it 

seems like the dark generation is recuperating and storing up their strength. Today, they should be 

coming out of the divine world again." Master ning explained with a smile. 

"In that case, there are some unspeakable things between them and that bitch, ripple mist?" Leng 

ruoxue laughed and teased. 

"This isn't strange. After the ripple witch became a Divine Master, some people from the dark clans 

caused her a lot of trouble. They even secretly spread rumors that her position as a Divine Master was 



not legitimate, that her words were not right, that she had stolen it, and so on. All of these things made 

the ripple witch angry, so she naturally spent a lot of effort to deal with them." Master ning continued. 

"Xue 'er, there are a few elders in the dark Clan who used to be my friends. Like me, they are also loyal 

to master Yu. I just don't know if they are still alive. After all, we haven't contacted each other for many 

years." Uncle long said. This was also one of the reasons why he didn't attack in a fit of rage after Jiao 

Yue revealed that she was a member of the dark family Alliance. 

"Uncle long, what do you think of uncle and nephew jiaoyue?" Leng ruoxue couldn't help but ask when 

she saw that uncle long seemed to have some history with the Dark Clan. 

"What thoughts can I have? that kind of brain-dead person is definitely not the descendant of my 

friends. However, even if he is, it doesn't matter. I believe that this is definitely not the intention of my 

old friends." Uncle long said with certainty. 

"I keep feeling that something's not right. I don't know if you guys feel the same way." Leng ruoxue 

asked after hearing uncle Long's words. 

"Xue 'er, are you trying to say that the dark family Alliance is not peaceful?" Master ning asked. 

"Yes, but I'm afraid that's only one of the reasons. What I don't understand is, why did they send uncle 

and nephew jiaoyue? Are you really trying to annoy us?" Leng ruoxue voiced out her doubts. Although 

she had asked Madam Miao, Madam Miao clearly didn't know much about it and only said that it was 

the Alliance's decision. 

Why did the Alliance make such a decision? What's the secret behind this? 

"Xue 'er, why are you thinking so much? You'll know eventually. " Seeing that Leng ruoxue was deep in 

thought again, ice soul could not help but ask. 

Chapter 2810 I Won't Take It, Alright?(2) 

"Alright! I don't want to think about it anymore. No matter what the dark family Alliance's goal is, I'll just 

deal with it when the time comes!" Leng ruoxue laughed. 

"That's more like it! In any case, I'll never let that Princess jiaoyue off! Hmph! She wants to eat my son? 

I'd like to see if she has the life to do so! As for her uncle, I'll leave him to you. " Ice Spirit said to Leng 

ruoxue with a vicious look. 

Hearing this, Leng ruoxue felt helpless. Could she say that she didn't need Ice Spirit to leave her stupid 

uncle to her? 

However, Ice Spirit did not care if Leng ruoxue was willing to accept him or not. She went into the room 

and pulled Jiao Yue's uncle out. She threw him in front of Leng ruoxue and said,"Xue 'er, take him 

away!" 

"……" 

I won't take it, alright? 

Looking at the unconscious middle-aged man on the ground, Leng ruoxue was in a dilemma. 
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"What's wrong? do you need me to carry it back for you?" Seeing that Leng ruoxue didn't have any 

reaction, Ice Spirit asked with a smirk. 

"Uh! Senior, isn't it a bit inappropriate to separate uncle and nephew?" Leng ruoxue was very reserved, 

but Bing po waved his hand and said,""What's wrong with that? it's not good to put them together! 

These two are singing the same tune, it's simply unbearable. So, take one of them away quickly, or I 

can't guarantee that one of them will live to see the sun tomorrow. " 

Obviously, Ice Spirit couldn't take it anymore. 

"Senior, I don't need them to see the sun tomorrow, really!" Leng ruoxue was still struggling. Even 

though the middle-aged man had disgusted her, she was too lazy to deal with him. However, she did not 

expect ice soul to be disgusted by him. What a loathsome fellow! 

"Xue 'er! Don't say I didn't warn you, even if you want to kill him, you have to wait for the dark family 

Alliance's reaction before you do it. Otherwise, do you think they would still be alive?" Ice Spirit raised 

her eyebrows. 

"Alright then!" Leng ruoxue didn't expect Ice Spirit to think this way. No wonder this middle-aged man 

was only slightly injured and his clothes were in a mess, but he was still alive. 

After a moment of shame, she still accepted the middle-aged man reluctantly. 

After she ordered for the middle-aged man to be locked up in the cell, Leng ruoxue returned to her 

room. 

On the other side, Madam Miao had also rushed back to her family without stopping. After reporting the 

situation in Demon City to her grandfather, she heaved a deep sigh of relief. 

She hoped that her grandfather would not blame her for not doing her job well! However, she really 

couldn't be blamed for this. Who knew that Jiao Yue would be in such a daze as soon as she came up! If 

she had known this would happen, she would not have brought those two idiots with her. 

However, what Madam Miao didn't expect was that after her grandfather heard her report, he only 

smiled and didn't have much of a reaction. 

Madam Miao didn't know what was going on and left her grandfather's room with a depressed look. 

However, not long after, Madam Miao received news that the dark family Alliance had called for an 

emergency meeting. 

Of course, with her status, she was not qualified to attend such a meeting. However, after thinking 

about it carefully, she guessed what it was about. As such, she actually felt more relaxed. 

However, at this moment, the dark family Alliance's meeting hall was filled with a tense atmosphere. 

Other than the three of them, all the elders had question marks on their faces. Although many of them 

didn't know what had happened, there were rumors that something had happened to the Alliance. So, 

all of the elders felt really uneasy. 



One had to know that the so-called accident could be big or small. On the big side, the entire Alliance 

would be affected. On the small side, nothing would happen. However, when the elders of the dark 

family Alliance saw the serious expressions on the three people's faces, they couldn't relax at all. 

"Everyone, I've called you here today to discuss something important!" After a long silence, a middle-

aged man on the left of the leader spoke. 

According to the ranking of the Dark Clan Alliance, the three at the head were the Alliance master and 

vice Alliance master. The one in the middle was naturally the Alliance master, while the other two at the 

left and right were the Vice Alliance Masters. The one who spoke was one of the Vice Alliance Masters. 

As soon as he said this, the people in the lower seats immediately perked up and waited for the other 

party to continue. 

The middle-aged man sighed and paused on purpose. When he saw that his words had attracted 

everyone's attention, he continued,""Of the three people we sent to Demon City, other than cui Hua, 

Jiao Yue and Hong village have been detained by the enemy." 

It was detained? 

Everyone looked at each other when they heard this. What did this mean? 

Why did you detain him? Are you looking down on the dark family Alliance? 

For a time, everyone was discussing in private. The Vice Alliance master who had spoken clearly did not 

intend to stop their discussion. He even looked at the middle-aged man sitting in the middle with a 

slightly provocative look. 

However, the middle-aged man who had been provoked was particularly calm and composed. It was 

obvious that he had no intention of making a sound at this time. Seeing this, one of the Vice Alliance 

Masters was a little angry. 

Why? Why? 

The Vice Alliance master could not understand how mu duo could still be so calm when things had 

already come to this point. Didn't he want to be on good terms with Leng ruoxue? Now that Leng 

ruoxue had captured their men, it was clearly a slap to their faces. How could they maintain a good 

relationship with each other? 

"Alliance master, don't you have anything to say?" The Vice Alliance Lord asked with a cold smile. 

When he asked this question, the people who were discussing also stopped in unison and looked up at 

mu duo. 

"Vice Alliance leader Hong, what do you want to hear from me?" Smiling, mu duo asked with squinted 

eyes. 

"Uh! Jiaoyue and Hongcun have been captured by Leng ruoxue. As the leader of the dark family Alliance, 

you have to stand up for them!" The Vice Alliance Lord said with a righteous expression. 



"Yup! I should stand up for them, but vice Alliance master Hong, don't you want to explain why they 

were captured?" Mu duo still spoke with a kind attitude. 

"This ..." How could he be ashamed? Vice Alliance master Hong couldn't say it. 

"I'll speak for vice Alliance leader Hong!" Seeing the other party's troubled expression, the other vice 

Alliance master also laughed. 

Then, he vividly described what Jiao Yue and Hong village had done in Demon City. When everyone 

heard this, they were all dumbfounded and didn't know how to react. 

Taking over Demon City? this was too ... 

Everyone present could not help but shiver. Who was Leng ruoxue? That's a demon who doesn't even 

care about fog! And Jiao Yue actually dared to take them under her banner, even under the banner of 

the dark family Alliance! 

F * ck! Wasn't this just drawing hatred to them? 

In an instant, most of the people present were furious. 

Although the MU, Hong, and Yan families were in charge of the Alliance, the power of the three families 

was not permanent. Among the three families, except for the MU family, who was much stronger than 

the other families and was the best candidate for the alliance leader, the other families in the Alliance 

were all equally strong. Therefore, the position of the Vice Alliance leader was almost never fixed. As 

such, the position of the Deputy Alliance leader was not much higher than the elders present. 

 


